
Working scientifically

About
Pythagoras was born on a Greek island called Samos 
in 570BC. As a child, Pythagoras had many different 
teachers who taught him poetry, science, 
mathematics and astronomy. He also learned to play 
a musical instrument called a lyre. Later in his life, 
Pythagoras moved to Italy and set up his own school. 
Pythagoras and his followers at the school made 
many mathematical and scientific discoveries that are 
still used today. Pythagoras died at the age of 75.

One day, while he was walking past 
the forge of a blacksmith, Pythagoras 
listened to the blacksmith hitting iron 
bars with different hammers. He 
observed that different sized hammers 
made different sounds. Some sounds 
had a high pitch and some sounds had 
a low pitch.

Pythagoras planned simple tests to 
compare the sounds. He used hammers 
of different weights to create the 
sounds and mathematics to describe 
the patterns that he observed. 
Pythagoras noticed that some sounds 
were better together than others, 
making a more pleasing, harmonious 
sound.

It is thought that as Pythagoras played 
the lyre, he would have extended his 
investigation to string instruments. By 
changing the length and tension of the 
strings, the sounds they produced 
would have had a different pitch.

Pythagoras thought a lot about sound. 
In observing string instruments he saw 
vibrations in the strings became sound 
that the human ear could hear. He 
concluded that the vibrating string 
must create a ripple of movement that 
moves through the air. 

Pythagoras even thought that the 
planets made sounds as they moved 
through space.
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Working scientifically Cloister at Trinity College, Cambridge

About
Isaac Newton was one of the most influential 
scientists of all time. He was born in the village 
of Woolsthorpe in England in 1643. He really 
enjoyed school and became a very talented 
mathematician and physicist. As an adult he 
spent many years working at Cambridge 
University. Isaac Newton died in 1727.

While studying at Trinity College in 
Cambridge, Isaac Newton planned and 
carried out a simple test to measure the 
speed of sound in air. He carried out his 
experiment in the cloister – a covered 
walkway with columns running 
alongside a courtyard. 

Isaac’s plan involved standing at one 
end of the cloister and clapping his 
hands. He had noticed that if he did 
this, the sound travelled to the far end 
of the cloister, bounced off the hard, 
smooth wall and then travelled back to 
him so that he heard an echo. He used 
paces to measure the distance the 
sound travelled – it was 125 metres to 
the wall and back. 

Next, he measured how long it took for 
the sound to return to him. Isaac had 
developed a clever and accurate way to 

measure time using a pendulum. He 
had come up with a mathematical 
formula that showed the relationship 
between the length of the pendulum 
and the time for one swing. Isaac found 
that if the pendulum was three and a 
half centimetres long it would take one 
swing from clapping his hands to 
hearing the echo. He then calculated 
that this was 0.42 seconds. 

Once Isaac knew how far the sound 
had travelled and how long it had 
taken, he could calculate the speed of 
sound. He calculated that sound 
travelled 298 metres every second 
through air. With the accurate 
measuring instruments that are 
available to us today, the speed of 
sound in air is now known to be 343 
metres per second.
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Working scientifically

Spalanzani

Jurine

About
Lazzaro Spallanzani was born in Italy in 1729. He 
became a catholic priest but devoted much of his 
time to the study of natural sciences. Louis Jurine 
was born in Switzerland in 1751. He was an 
expert in medicine and was a talented doctor as 
well as a specialist in natural history. Spallanzani 
died in 1799 and Jurine passed away in 1819.

Lazzaro Spallanzani was curious about 
how bats were able to find their way in 
the darkness. He made the prediction 
that they did not use their eyes to find 
their way but some other sense. 
Spallanzani carried out a number of 
experiments with bats. He observed 
that “some species of bats, if totally 
deprived of light, move in the air as if 
they could still see”. Spallanzani 
repeated his experiments with 
nocturnal birds and found that they 
couldn’t fly in absolute darkness. 

Initially, Spallanzani thought that 
maybe the bats could see a glimpse of 
light that he couldn’t see. To test this 
idea he carried out a series of very cruel 
experiments using different methods to 
blind the bats. First, he put a hood over 
their eyes, but they would not fly. Then 
he glued leather patches over their eyes 

and the bats flew as if they could see. 
Spallanzani came to the conclusion that 
the bats must have another sense 
organ that humans do not have.

Inspired by Spallanzani’s work, Jurine 
repeated the experiments in a room 
filled with obstacles made from willow 
twigs. Even more cruelly, Jurine 
removed the bats eyes in a surgical 
procedure. The bats could still fly 
around the room without any problem, 
weaving in and out of the willow twig 
obstacles. Next, Jurine blocked their 
ears with a mixture of turpentine and 
wax and the bats would no longer fly. 
Jurine concluded that bats use their 
sense of hearing to find their way in 
the dark. Although his experiments 
were unkind and unethical, Jurine had 
discovered echolocation.
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Working scientifically The first hydrophone

About
Jean-Daniel Colladon was born in Geneva, 
Switzerland in 1802 and spent most of his life 
working as a physicist in France. His school friend, 
Jacques Charles Sturm, was also born in Geneva, a 
year later in 1803. Sturm was a mathematician and 
moved to Paris with his friend Colladon to try and 
seek their fortunes. They both became members of 
the Académie des Sciences where they taught and 
carried out experiments. Sturm fell ill and died in 
1855 while Colladon lived until 1883.

In 1841, Colladon and Sturm planned an 
experiment to prove that sound 
travelled faster in water than air. They 
designed a special piece of equipment 
called a hydrophone which would help 
them hear sounds underwater.

Their famous experiment took place on 
Lake Geneva. Colladon sat in a rowing 
boat near Nyon while Sturm was sat in 
a boat in Montreux – they took careful 
measurements to make sure that the 
two boats were 50km apart. 

In Colladon’s boat, an underwater bell 
was struck to create a sound. At exactly 
the same time, some gunpowder was 
ignited which created a bright flash to 

tell Sturm to start timing. In Sturm’s 
boat, a hydrophone was held 
underwater so that he could hear when 
the bell’s sound reached them in 
Montreux. As soon as they heard the 
sound through the hydrophone the 
timer was stopped.

They knew the distance that the sound 
had travelled and how long it had 
taken so they could work out the speed 
that the sound travelled through the 
water. They repeated the tests several 
times so they could check how reliable 
their data was and could calculate the 
mean average time it took for the 
sound to travel 50km.
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Working scientifically

About
Hermann von Helmholtz was born in Germany 
in 1821. As a young man, Helmholtz was really 
interested in natural science but his father 
wanted him to study medicine because there 
was financial support for medical students. 
Helmholtz became a professor of physics and 
made many interesting discoveries before his 
death in 1894.

Helmholtz was interested in how 
vibrations made all the different types 
of sounds that we can hear. He wanted 
to find out the scientific reason that 
sounds from musical instruments 
sounded different when compared to 
sounds such as a rattling carriage or 
rustling of leaves in a wood.

To measure and compare sounds, 
Helmholtz designed, built and tested 
special tools he called ‘resonators’ 
which were hollow inside. He made 
may different sized resonators from 
metal and glass. The size of the 
resonator allowed it to measure a 
particular pitch of sound because when 
that sound was created nearby, the 
resonator would produce a long, loud 
sound as the air inside it vibrated. 

Using this new instrument, Helmholtz 
was able to play music or make noises 
and measure all the different pitches of 
‘pure sounds’ that made up the sounds 
he was creating.

Helmholtz was interested in how 
confident we could be in the 
information that our senses gave us 
about the world around us. He used his 
new ways of measuring and describing 
sounds to carry out a series of tests into 
hearing and how people experienced 
sounds. He also showed that when 
different combinations of his 
resonators were vibrating and creating 
a tone that they could sound just like 
vowel sounds. Helmholtz’s work 
inspired Alexander Graham Bell who 
went on to invent the telephone.
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Working scientifically

About
Lord Rayleigh was born John William Strutt in 
Essex in 1842. His family was wealthy and he 
was educated at Eton College. Lord Rayleigh 
went on to study mathematics at Cambridge 
University and spent most of the rest of his life 
there working on physics experiments and 
theories. He was particularly interested in light 
and sound. Lord Rayleigh won the Nobel Prize in 
Physics in 1904. He died in 1919.

Inspired by reading a book called On 
the Sensations of Tone by Hermann von 
Helmholtz, Lord Rayleigh began to 
investigate how sounds travelled 
through solids and gases. At the time 
there were no experimental 
laboratories in British universities, so he 
carried out all of his experiments at his 
home laboratory.

Lord Rayleigh investigated how 
different objects vibrated. He changed 
the length of strings or how tightly they 
were stretched and measured the pitch 
of the sounds they produced. He also 
compared strings made from different 
materials.

Lord Rayleigh wondered if what he had 
learnt about sounds travelling in strings 
was true of metal bars. He repeated his 

sound experiments changing the length 
and thickness of metal bars and hitting 
them to make a sound that he could 
measure. He repeated these 
experiments with different metals to 
explore whether the patterns he 
observed were true for all metals. Lord 
Rayleigh then went on to repeat his 
tests with different vibrating objects 
such as hitting plates (like cymbals) or 
membranes (like the skin on a drum).

Through his experiments, Lord Rayleigh 
discovered how sound waves travelled 
through different materials and came 
up with mathematical relationships 
that described how sounds travelled. In 
1877, Lord Rayleigh wrote a textbook 
called The Theory of Sound which is still 
used today by acoustic scientists and 
engineers.
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